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UNIT 3 
Lesson 3.1

VIDEO

Retail
The Ziferblat café

 A 3.1.1 Complete the extracts from the video with the words and phrases 
in the box. Watch the video again to check your answers.

abuse     atmosphere     counts     help yourself     laptop     
loo     pocket     stopwatch     unique     uploading

1  … you can        to snacks …
2  … our pricing mechanism is completely        …
3  … start your        …
4  You must get some people who try to        the system …
5  … I’ve only got 20p in my        …
6  You feel under time pressure because you know that each minute        .
7  Such a nice creative        …
8  … the wi-!  is really good, so for        things, that’s perfect.
9  … somebody wanted to go to the        .

10  … a guy based on his        who’s writing a book.

 B Match the de! nitions with the words and phrases in the box in Exercise A.
a small computer that you can carry with you       
b toilet (informal, British English)       
c moving information from a computer to a computer network       
d the feeling that a place gives you       
e type of small bag in or on a coat, trousers, etc. that you can put money, keys in       
f take some of what you want, without asking permission       
g being the only one of its kind       
h object or app used for measuring the exact time it takes to do something       
i deliberately use something for the wrong purpose or for your own advantage       
j is important       

 C Complete the travel blog about a visit to Zurich, Switzerland, with the words 
in the box. Two are not used.

bakery     bill     branch     butcher’s     chains     charge     
cost     customers     order     serve     spend     VAT

Vocabulary

On a recent visit to Zurich I was surprised to see lots of lovely cafés and co! ee 
houses. People 1       a lot of time in them, especially in the winter 
months. These were not only the usual café 2       that you fi nd in so 
many cities these days. There was a great 3       and co! ee house near 
my hotel and it was always full of 4       when it opened for breakfast at 
7 o’clock. When you arrive, you have to fi nd a table fi rst, then you 5      
your food at the bar and pay. Then they 6       your drinks and food at 
the table. They don’t 7       for tap water. You can help yourself to it. 
But Zurich is expensive. For example, it 8       me "8 for a cappuccino 
and a croissant for breakfast. I saw the 9       on my restaurant bills was 
7.7 percent and on my hotel 10       it was 3.7 percent, which is lower 
than many European countries, but the prices are generally higher in Switzerland.


